Karisma v3
The most significant release of Karisma
in almost ten years

Karisma Version 3
Karisma is an easy to use Radiology Information System (RIS) equipped with the right
tools to ensure efficient workflow. Karisma includes as standard fully integrated modules
for scheduling, accounting, reporting, voice recognition, digital dictation, document scanning
and PACS interfaces - which includes both bi-directional desktop and back-end HL7
integration.
Introduced in Karisma v3 is
a place to store images,
integrated Inventory, a Karisma
application for iOS, data form
and attachment tools, real-time
support over secure web services
and a dedicated Order Entry
module.
These and a variety of
other important features make
Version 3 the most significant
release of Karisma since its
original release in 2004.

...fully integrated modules for scheduling, accounting, reporting,
voice recognition, digital dictation, document
scanning and PACS interfaces...
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Enhanced Work Lists
The work list toolbar now includes item counts automatically
displayed to the user. Karisma ensures these numbers are
kept up to date at minimal cost to system performance.
Work can be found at a glance and accessed directly from
the toolbar. Coloured icons indicate the total item counts and
draw attention to overloaded work lists.
In this release, the Work Lists boast significant performance
improvements making them faster and more capable of
processing much larger lists.
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Work List Scopes allow you
to define, edit and delete
partitions on the system.
Partitions encourage users to
work from smaller lists and
target important work.
Scopes determine what is
displayed to each user and
set a threshold for a work
list count.
When
the
threshold
is
exceeded, the work list is
displayed in red; giving the
user an instant notification
that their work list is
overloaded.
The new Partitioning capability
allows
for
customisable
breakdown of a work list;
for example by Modality.

Order Entry

The Order Entry
module
receives
orders from third
party applications
in the form of HL7
messages. It will
receive, schedule,
attach and view
orders, as well as
fetch data from
the
host
and
distribute
printed
copies of orders.
Order messages are validated in an instant
and passed to Karisma to be processed as
acceptable requests or denied based on the
rules you have in place.
Everything is communicated back to the
partner system, allowing an in-depth,
accurate audit trail to be kept on every
action.

Karisma’s order entry functionality gives
you a fast, simple solution to receiving
orders which can be used in exactly the
same manner as paper requests – except
everything is captured electronically; giving
your organisation a complete order
solution.

Performance information, usage statistics and
fault reports are stored in a database...
HQ Integration
For Karisma v3, Kestral has developed HQ, a system to provide
automated feedback from the application server, sent using web
services over secure connection. Performance information, usage
statistics and fault reports are stored in a database back at Kestral
to help quickly identify and address any issues on your system.
Whenever an event occurs needing action or attention, Kestral will
receive notification. The Support team will be mobilised as soon
as possible to deal with the issue. These event notifications will
be stored and audited to give us, and you, the whole picture on
performance.
What all this means to you is your Kestral support team will always
have the latest information about your system and be alerted about
any potential issues such as low disk space.

Inventory

The Karisma Inventory module allows you
to define consumable inventory items
including syringes, contrast and catheters
on your system and track their stock
level, usage and expiry.
This allows you to track stock levels across
locations, bill for all consumable items on
a service, transfer item quantities and
define default item sets for services.
In the normal course
services, users declare the
supply inventory items. In
quantities at every location
date.
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If the department needs an item with
insufficient supply, a transfer between
locations can be performed and Karisma will
take care of updating the quantities.
Tracking inventory usage across multiple
locations throughout your organisation helps
minimise waste, create and apply budgets,
pinpoint reorder levels, quantify the revenue
raised from each item for which you charge
and ensure the best possible use of every
item type.
By keeping a close eye on your stock, you
can significantly reduce the liabilities and loss
created by overstock and spoilage.

...reduce maintenance times and provide a
dedicated image store for the RIS.
SILO
The Karisma Silo Server will store the Request Forms, Patient
Consent and Worksheet images separately from the primary
Karisma database. Silo can be configured to use lower cost
storage. By separating out your main data, your backup solution
can be greatly simplified.
Using Silo will prevent duplication of images in Karisma, reduce
upgrade and backup times and provide a dedicated image store
for the RIS. You can also configure Silo to duplicate your images to
secondary media if required.
Your Karisma database can be compacted with a fast and simple
process and then ‘shrunk’ when compaction is complete – making
for significant speed enhancement overall.

Attachments
Karisma v3 allows any file to be attached
to requests on the system. Examples of
useful attachments might include a PDF
from an ECG or a photo taken during the
examination. If it is a Windows® file, it
can be attached to the request.

Attachments can be managed within
Karisma from a single screen. Information
on each attachment and an icon is used
to identify and manage attachments which
can be opened with a double click.

...designed according to the user’s needs and a unique icon can
be assigned to each data form for easy identification.
Data Forms
Karisma v3 provides the tools for users to create customised data forms.
These are a special type of attachment.
Data forms are word processor documents for form-based data entry.
Data forms make entering information on an exam simple, by providing
designated data entry areas for important data.
Forms can be designed according to the user’s needs and a unique icon
can be assigned to each data form for easy identification.
Using predefined fields makes workflow more efficient and, with the
option of setting mandatory data formats for any field, an ideal way to
assist the accuracy of data entry.
Karisma makes creating highly customised data forms as simple as using
a word processor.

Karisma Web

Karisma Web allows request referrers and
facilities to interact with Karisma on the
web. The web version of Karisma
provides authorised practitioners and
referrers access to results, reports and
key images where necessary and can
start the associated PACS with a URL
when the PACS supports this.

Practitioners only have access to reports
with which they have a valid association.
They might be the referrer, responsible
practitioner or a ‘copy to’ on the request.
They might work in the same practice as
the referrer or a copy to doctor. Your
patients can be assured of a level of
privacy which many would expect as a
part of the service you provide.

Karisma Mobile

Kestral has developed an iOS application
for both iPhones and iPads which
facilitates viewing and authorising clinical
Workflow Efficiency
reports – Karisma Mobile.
Configured to work with your Karisma
system, a work list of reports will be
displayed and selecting a report will render
it formatted for your mobile device.
You will be alerted to any reports which
need to be authorised by means of
notifications and the application badge.
Push notifications mean you won’t need
to leave the application open to be
informed of any new reports awaiting
authorisation.

Alerts will display at the top of the
screen to indicate that new reports exist
without interrupting any other applications
being used. A number badge on the
application icon will display the number
of read reports.
With successful radiology clinics attracting
increasing numbers of examinations per
year, authorisation backlogs can easily
occur.
Now, with the convenience of a mobile
application, you can address any work
outstanding no matter where you are whether you’re on an iPhone or an
iPad.

User Interface
The user interface for v3 has been updated to give the task pad a more
compact feel and improve the efficiency and overall performance of the
display during navigation. Automatic filters keep workflow moving smoothly
and good use of colour has been made to help identify certain events,
including overloaded work lists and high priority services.
All colour elements are customisable to suit the needs of your
organisation – from colour-coded appointments in the scheduling diary
to threshold values for work lists. Colour-coding events and conditions
gives users on the system an instant way of assessing a situation.
Along with all of these improvements, we’ve retained Karisma’s flexibility
with page view customisations, user preferences, favourites lists and all
of the usual interface features that make Karisma a breeze to use.
Whatever your organisation prefers, whatever your procedural rules and
best practice ideas, Karisma can help you do things your way.

The Benefits of Karisma
• Karisma is accessible to you anywhere in the world over the Internet,
even from your iOS devices, making your out-of-hours and emergency
reporting simple and convenient.
• Improved efficiency, reduced costs and thorough auditing are among the
many benefits of Karisma’s centralised electronic booking features.
• Dictation and transcription are tightly integrated to maximise productivity and
turnaround time for your reporting team.
• A workflow screen designed for the specific needs of Radiologists means
full patient history and scanned request forms are always at your
fingertips.
• With Karisma’s proven track record of tight and efficient integration with the
industry’s leading PACS products, you can relax and choose the best RIS/
PACS experience for your team.
• With 24/7/365 support and access to software updates for each version,
Karisma represents an intelligent business decision for imaging centres
both large and small, private and public.

About Kestral
Kestral is an Australian operated organisation located in Perth, Melbourne, Sydney and
Auckland and part of the global Jonas Software group of companies.
Kestral has provided intuitive, best of breed applications to the Australian and
International Health Industries for over twenty years.
Our customer base includes small and large, single and multi-site installations. We
participate in the development of open standards, such as HL7 and have helped both
private practices and major public hospitals to increase efficiency and minimise cost.
Kestral systems are designed, developed, tested, marketed and supported in
Australia by a dedicated team of industry professionals. We make it our mission to hire,
train and retain the best IT professionals to design, develop and test our software.
Dedicated to innovation, our mission is to give clients the best solution possible, whilst
maintaining excellent, robust connectivity and integration with partner systems.
We have a large team of professional health and IT support staff with a diverse range
of knowledge and experience. We employ people from medical backgrounds, computer
science, engineering, telecommunications and other applicable disciplines.
As a Kestral client, you can be sure that the people dealing with your issues share
your understanding of the Healthcare industry.
With a wealth of knowledge and experience in the industry, our Development and
Support teams will ensure you get a superior product and the best support possible.
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